
HEALTH & SAFETY 
Can cause eye irritation. Excessive inhalation may cause respiratory irritation. Ingestion can cause 
gastrointestinal irritation. Prolonged skin contact may cause slight irritation. Harmful if swallowed. Eyes: 
Flush with water for 15 minutes, call physician if irritation persists. Inhalation: Remove to fresh air, call 
physician if irritation persists. Ingestion: Do not induce vomiting, call physician.

TECHNICAL DATA:

REFERENCE:  #51002 
  #51004
  

Sizes:

Flash Point: 120°F (49°C)

Appearance: Clear, Colorless

Physical State: Liquid

Odor: Characteristic

Specific Gravity: 0.95 g/cm³, 7.92 lbs/US Gal @ 25 C

Dangerous Goods: UN 1993 Flammable Liquid, PG III 

DESCRIPTION:

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

PRO MARINE GRAPHENE is a graphene oxide infused, ceramic coating with the addition of Graphene 
oxide that protects your car, boat or RV from the harshest of all elements with incredible SLICKNESS & 
durability. 2-3 microns in film thickness lasting up to 7 years leaving a super high permanent gloss. PRO 
MARINE GRAPHENE is super concentrated with active ingredients, up to 3 x more than our entry level 
ceramic coating, super repellent to salt water and a solvent level designed for the marine industry. 

DIRECTIONS OF USE:
Shake well and pour several drops to applicator. Apply in a dust free,shaded 6’ x 6’ sq. ft. area using a lineal 
strokes with a 10% overlap. Allow the coating to cure for 5 minutes in temps under 90 degrees F, 2-3 minu-
tes over 90 degrees F, you will notice the ‘rainbow curing effect’. Wipe down gently frequently flipping your 
clean dry microfiber towel. Do NOT allow coating to become wet 24 hours after applying. Additional coats 
can be applied with 1 hour between coats. Always apply in a dust free environment and on a cool, shaded 
surface. 
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